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Leave it 
Better

What’s it all about?
You've probably all seen the posters, been to a meeting, or 

heard what's going on by now, but do you really know what Leave It 
Better is all about? To give you a better idea, we'll have to cover 
some quick history.

ILC has been around for over 50 years now. That's long 
enough that many of the staff and faculty attended high school, 
college, or seminary here. In the last half a century, the school has 
supplied the CLC with dozens of pastors and teachers as well as 
seeing through hundreds of high school graduates. For me and 
many others, the dorms and campus have served as a second 
home. The friends you make here can come close to family, and the 
memories will last a very long time.
 Now in a minute, I'm  going to talk about how Leave It Better 
is a way for students (and alumni) to give back to the school, but first 
I have to clarify what that means. What is Immanuel Lutheran High 
School, College, and Seminary? Is it a group of buildings and some 
woods? Just a school? A gift from our founding fathers? How about 
the people that run and attend it? While it may be all of these things, 
above all it is a blessing from the Lord. Immanuel – God With Us. 
This is a place where the Word of God is taught, learned, shared and 
celebrated by those who believe it. Leave It Better is an organized 
group of students who want to show their thanks and glorify the Lord 
by doing just that- Leaving it Better than when they found it. We want 
to do this by improving, restoring, and helping to maintain the 
campus  and facilities on which the school exists. Around one-third of 
the high school students came to the very first meeting, and I know 
that even more than that are willing to help. We have volunteers from 
our experienced collegians, and strong support from our hard-
working faculty and staff. Soon we are going to reach out to the ILC 
alumni and ask for their support for our projects too. With all this 
ambition, motivation, and energy, we can get a lot done! 

Projects we discussed at the meeting include: steps going 
down to the athletic fields, redoing the amphitheater, improving the 
trails and creating a park in the woods, building a swing-set on lower

So, for those of you who don’t know us, 
we are your Flash editors, Lydia Albrecht and 
Johanna Ohlmann. We’re seniors here at ILC, 
and boy what a ride it has been! When we were 
freshmen, we remember thinking that it’s going 
to take forever to get out of here! But it has flown 
by! We can’t believe we’re seniors already. 
Looking back on these past 3 years, we see 
many great times as well as hard times. But 
through all these times, we have grown so 
much, physically and spiritually. And that’s what 
being here at ILC is all about - growing in your 
Christian faith surrounded by people who 
believe the same things you do. The past 3 
years have been such a learning process and 
most of all a blessing to both of us and we’re 
looking forward to having an amazing senior 
year! We wish all of you the Lord’s blessings this 
year and every year to come.

From The Editors

Have any ideas 
to keep Leave it 
Better busy?

Facebook: 
http://www.facebook.com/leaveilcbetter 

Email: 
leaveimmanuelbetter@gmail.com

Happy 
Birthday!

Editorial // Page 2
Meet the Freshmen // Page 3-4
Senior Spotlights // Page 5-7
Meet the Faculty // Page 8-9
Fun Facts + Playlist // Page 10
Summer Camps // Page 11
Meet Raju // Page 12
Prof. Lau // Page 13
CNC // Page 14
R+ R // Page 15
Becca Naumann Asks// Page 16

 campus, planting trees to fill the logged 
areas, and getting lots of black dirt and 
grass seed onto the hill where we meet. 
Some of these are already underway. 
We're still looking for more ideas to help 
preserve or improve the campus!      
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Bryan was born April 19, 1998 in St. Paul, MN. Bryan 
Adam Sydow was named after a very famous rock star...Bryan 
Adams!!! :) (his mom's favorite!! Have him sing 'Summer of 
69'!!) He was known as 'Charlie Brown' as an 
infant....blockhead! His favorite animal is a tiger, and he has 
a stuffed tiger who he named "Twelve" (no idea why that’s 
just the name he gave him when he was two.) Yes, he still 
has Twelve. He used to dress Twelve up as 'Robin' (yellow 
cape & mask) when he was 'Batman'. They were inseperable; 

it was kind of like our version of Calvin & Hobbes. 
 Bryan's favorite foods include a wide range of things: 

cucumbers, carrots, almost any kind of fruit, corn dogs, doritos 
with ketchup, and yes....Lays STAX potato chips. He's not much of a 

candy person except for Kit Kats. Baseball and basketball are his 
Favorite sports to play. When he was 12, his baseball team won the MN state 

championship. His favorite teams are all MN teams. He has Joe Mauer’s autograph. 
Bryan and Mom camped out at 4am in line to get it. 

Bryan amazingly has never had any major injuries other than a black eye he got 
from his uncle! It was a rough game of kickball. He loves to "go fishing" for turtles. Bryan 
loves little kids and was an awesome helper to the kindergarten teacher at Berea each 
year.

Leah Mackensen.
Leah was born in Berrien Springs, Michigan, 14 

years ago. We moved to Madison, WI when she was 6 
months old and stayed there 7 years. Leah's interests in 
those early years included gymnastics, dance, soccer and 
meeting new people. She was homeschooled for 
kindergarten and then completed 3 years at Peace Thru 
Christ Lutheran School. A move to Milwaukee came next 
and Leah, outgoing and friendly, had a new group of friends 
almost immediately. Leah loves the New York Yankees, 
softball, Justin Bieber, theater and texting. Our many years 
of driving to and from Immanuel for activities made her 
more than ready to start her freshman year. I think she had 
been packed and ready to go for many months!

eMe t
the

Freshmen!

Bryan Sydow.

Joci Gamble.

Clay Bobek.
John "Clay" Bobek was born April 10, 1998, 
in Berlin, WI. He was born on Good Friday in 
that year. We named him John after his great 
grandfather, grandfather, and dad, John. Clay 
is the oldest and has 2 sisters and 1 brother. 
 Clay loves farming, hunting, fishing, 
and the Packers. He enjoys showing pigs, 
lambs, and steers at the county fair, playing 
basketball and baseball. 

Clay attended K-8th grade at Faith 
Lutheran School in Markesan, WI.

Jocelyn Gamble was born in Burnsville, 
MN; the second of three children. From day 
one she’s had her gorgeous red hair. Her 
favorite cousin is Jadyn Mielke. Despite 
having a dog, she’s not really a dog person. 
Joci is pretty klutzy, but she loves to read and 
is a pretty good writer. She likes people 
watching, yet would prefer to be the one other 
people watch. Her favorite season is Fall, and 
her favorite food was Ramen, until she started 
living in the dorm. We miss Joci back home, 
mostly for the entertainment she brings to our 
lives!
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By Hannah Hulke

egan Chloe Wirth was born on 
February 4, 1995 in MKalamazoo, MI. She’s the 

oldest daughter of Randy and Lori 
Wirth, with a younger sister, Madelyn. 
As a baby, Megan lost all of her hair 
over the course of months, so her mom 
had to put flowers and bows on her 
head so that people would stop saying, 
“Oh, what a cute baby boy.” Also, if you 
listen closely, she never can say “-ing” 
correctly, which she says is because 
her tongue was attached to the bottom 
of her mouth when she was young. The 
Wirths moved to Milwaukee when 
Megan was two, and to Eau Claire 
when Megan was eight. She preferred 
living in Milwaukee because it was as if 
she a had a million brothers and sisters 
since her mom ran a day-care. From first to sixth grade, Megan attended Eau Claire 
Lutheran School, part of the LCMS. When she was in seventh grade her family joined 
the CLC, and she went to Messiah Lutheran in Eau Claire until high school. She has 
an eleven-year old dog named Doggy, and a cat, Sassy. 

Over the course of her high school career, Megan has been involved in 
volleyball, basketball (which her dad helps coach), softball, Lance, and occasionally 
writing for the Flash. Besides these extra-curriculars, Megan has donated her time to 
Special Olympics for a few years. “I like hanging out with the kids. They have such 
unique and fun personalities.” Her favorite high school memories include all of the 
scary movie nights Sophomore year and going to baseball games. Megan also works 
at Justice, so if you’re in the mall someday, stop in and say “hi,” because she gets 
really bored. Just don’t tell her manager.

Next year, Megan plans on going to CVTC for her generals and then 
transferring to UW-Stout for early childhood special education. The advice she gives 
to under-classmen is: “Don’t give advice for Senior Spotlights.” 

Read Some of Megan’s Favorite Things on pg. 9

Megan
Chloe
Wirth

Karl 
Alvin
Sieg

CR: Where were you born?
KS: Watertown, South Dakota

CR: How many siblings do you have?
KS: 1 brother and 1 sister

CR: What sports do you play?
KS: Basketball, baseball, and football

CR: Packers or Vikings?
KS: Packers

CR: Twins or Brewers?
KS: I don’t care. It’s baseball!

CR: Who are your favorite Profs?
KS: Sullivan, Lau

CR: Do you have any favorite meals at school?
KS: Taco Bell at lunch and McKathy’s at supper

CR: Favorite classes?
KS: Art, Chemistry, Computer II

CR: Do you have any favorite movies?
KS: Batman: The Dark Knight Rises

CR: Favorite books?
KS: I don’t read!

CR: Is there anything interesting about you?
KS: I co-owned a business with my brother 
when I was 14.

CR: Any words of advice?
KS: Freshmen, respect the people older than 
you (minus Jonah).

By Carl Ryan
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Birthday?
Drew: 5/10/1995

Hometown?
Drew: Tacoma, Washington.  

What is your greatest high School memory?
Drew: Definitely not Connor. That was a tragic mistake that should not have 
occurred. 

What is your favorite sport? 
Drew: Golf. I’m really bad at the other ones. 

What’s the best movie you have ever watched?
Drew: Star wars! 

I sat down with some of those closest to Drew. Here is what they had to say:
Nick:  Drew is a person I have lived with for 17 years. After all that time, he is still 

hilarious! But he lacks personal skills and any kind of compassion. 
Wilke: Shut the door!
(At this time Drew would like to add, “Wilke and I aren’t actually friends I just 

tolerate him.”)
Curtis: Please keep the door shut! 

Read some of Drew’s Favorites on Page 9

By now most of you have probably heard we have a new Prof. on campus. He happens to be my dad, 
so I was asked to pick apart his brain. 
Where were you born and to whom?

Camp Lejeune, North Carolina. Born to Gunnery Sgt Robert and Jeanne Rodebaugh.
Where are all the places you’ve lived?

Jacksonville, NC, Alexandria, VA, Philadelphia, PA, Port Angeles, WA, Camp Pendleton, CA, 
Oceanside, CA, La Crosse, WI, Iowa City, IA, Wichita, KS, Milwaukee, WI, and Eau Claire, WI.
Where was your favorite place to live? 

Probably Wichita, KS, because my favorite son was born there. (He never actually said this, but I bet its 
true.)
Now, Dad, I’m sure by now people have heard you’re pretty strict. Would you care to tell us why?

It’s probably because I served four years in the United States Marine Corp from 83-87, or it could be 
because I had to discipline my sons a lot.
What are some of the places you visited while in the Marine Corp?

I spent 6 months on a Navy ship touring Asia. I visited Korea, the Philippines, Okinawa, Hong Kong, 
Singapore, and Thailand.

While in the Marines he married his wife, Rebecca, whom he has been married to for 27 years and had four 
sons with: Joshua, Samuel, Noah, and Nathan. 
After the Marines you went to college. Where did you go, and for what?

Bachelors Degree - Political science, UW-La Crosse. Masters Degree - Urban and Regional Planning, 
University of Iowa.
Where did you work  before you came here?

Myron L. Company, Lutheran Hospital, Mercy Hospital, Metropolitan Area Planning Dept, CH2M HILL.
Because people want to know how strict you are, why don’t you tell us your favorite punishment that 
you’ve inflicted on your loving, peaceful, kind sons?

My favorite punishment was making my sons hold cans at the wall. For those of you who don’t know 
what this is, I would make my sons stand up with their nose to a wall, arms outstretched  holding a one pound 

tomato can in each hand. I 
would make them do this from 
anywhere between 10-40 
minutes to ensure they started 
crying. (My dad is convinced 
that the cans were smaller, but 
I remember.)
What is something about 
yourself that most people 
wouldn’t know?

I enjoy cooking and eating a 
variety of ethnic foods including 
Italian, Mexican, Chinese, and 
Thai. 

Meet Prof. Rodebaugh!
By Nathan Rodebaugh

By Becca Naumann
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While I was interviewing Dean (he called it interrogating) I 
learned many neat things about him. He was born April 
23rd, 1964. Until recently, he lived in both Marinette and 
Madison. (For the details on how that actually works, ask 
him.) He moved here so he could help Prof. Roehl with all 
computer-related problems, and so Prof. can do more 
teaching. Before moving here and taking the IT job, he 
had several unique jobs: psychiatric evaluation for prison 
inmates, he worked in a psychiatric  hospital, and as a 
police negotiator. He also likes building things and 
working with computers. His favorite things about being 
on campus are interacting with everyone and being 
surrounded by people of the same faith. He told me, “It is 
very, very good to be here serving the Lord with others 
willing to do the same.”

Who is Dean 
Marzofka?

By Carl Strike

Megan’s Favorites
High School Class: Sophomore English
Color: Pink
Coffee: Iced White Chocolate Mocha with Extra 
Whipped Cream
Singer: Miranda Lambert
Movie: Never Say Never
Year of High-School: Sophomore
Body Part: Ears 
Food: Cheesy Tortillas
Prof: Buck

From pg. 6

Drew s Favor tes’ i
Prof: Buck
Class: Religion 10
Month: October
Color: Blue
Music: Bob Dylan (way better than any country. Ever.)
Sports Team: Seahawks
Food: Good Old Fashioned Hamburger.

Prof’s Favorites
Movies: all John Wayne movies (blame my 
Dad), Hunt for Red October, The Last of 
the Mohicans, Patriot Games
Books: Presidential biographies, The 
Hobbit, The Lord of the Rings, Grapes of 
Wrath, The Winter of our Discontent, To Kill 
A Mockingbird.
Music: 60's, 70's, and 80's rock, classic 
R&B and soul, Jazz, Classical composers, 
Blues, Reggae, Classic Country (when 
there were real country singers).
Apostle: Paul

Psalm: 91
Gospel Text: John 1
Baseball Player: Ryan 
Braun (he actually thinks 
Ryan Braun is cocky and full 
of himself, but I think he’s the 
best so I threw him in here)

From pg 7.

Betcha Didn't Know...
(Back-to-School Fun 

Facts)
• In 1995, approximately 50% of American schools had internet access. Today, that number is 
100%.
• The oldest public school in the U.S. Is Boston's Latin School.
• Of the 10 largest high school gymnasiums in America, nine are in Indiana.
• Until the 1930s, most Americans only completed 8 years of school.
• In the UK, the term “public school” refers to a private academy.
• As of 2011, only 10 states have a foreign language requirement for graduating from high 
school.
• 2/3 of all U.S. High school students graduate without studying a foreign language.
• 77% of students are bullied mentally, verbally, or physically.

By Abby Sydow

Kirsten B - London! Or Aruba =]
Maggie C - Peru
Mikkela H - Jamaica
Brook W - Costa Rica 
Leah M - Costa Rica
Caitlin S - Dubai
Kayla B - London
Rebecca K - Antarctica
Alyssa B - Bermuda Triangle
Taylor S - I don’t know. Actually Alaska!
Deb B - Ireland
Olivia A - Europe
Lauren L - North Carolina
Abbie H - Europe 
Jess S - New Zealand, Ireland
Cora G - Greece, Ireland, Greenland, Alaska, Germany
Sarah T - Ireland or Bahamas
Lydia A - Rome or Italy in general
Abby S - Greece
Jo O - Costa Rica
Lauren K - Squirrel Nation
Miriam B - Costa Rica

Sierra L - Italy
Dani G - The Pacific Ocean
Lydia B - Jamaica with Miriam or Italy
Abi B - China, Rome
Katie N - Rome
Kevin S - London
Nick N - Kentucky
Christian H - Bora Bora
Matt W - Hawaii
Clay B - Canada
Sam N - Kotzebue, Alaska
Ned S - Canada
Joe S - Canada
Marie L - Rainforest
Riley S - Bahamas
Jonah A - Hawaii
Jo M - Hawaii
Megan W - Jamaica
Kurt - San Diego
Phil S - Australia
Caleb N - California
Sam W - New York
Rachel G - Neverland =]

Becca Naumann Asks...

What is Your Dream Vacation Spot?
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Remember those unseasonably hot days last spring? We may have greeted them like an ILC 
“snow day,” even though the winter had been extremely mild for Wisconsin.

The trouble with those 80º+ days back then was that they faked out nature. Trees that typically 
don't bloom until much later were encouraged to show their buds. Then, when normal frosts occurred 
in the weeks that followed, the blossoming fruit was killed.

The biggest impact locally was with the apple trees. Because of the unusual spring 80-90% of 
the apple crop was lost before it even had a chance. Some varieties were wiped out completely; 
others produced only small quantities. 

The result for the consumer (me) and your students (the eaters) is that apples this year are 
about as valuable as a '57 Chevy in mint condition. After scouring the countrysides the last few weeks 
for deals, I came to the stark realization that there are none. With apologies and regret I announce 
that there will be no apples in my office this year. 

I'll accept reasonable suggestions for alternatives. 
Perhaps a “normal” winter and spring this year will produce a bumper crop next fall. (If the hail 

doesn't get them.)

J. Lau

Apple 
Blues

Coming back from summer vacation,
ILC is our new destination.

Arriving at school after months of rest
Getting to the end is our only quest.

Some staying in dorms, some staying in town,
But the experience here will not make you frown,

Volleyball and football aren't starting as late,
And cross-country's going to make it to state,
New freshmen come in, old seniors go out,
The pattern is one long monotonous route,

But we come to ILC for one reason,
And not just to play in the sporting season,
It matters if only one message we've heard,

To grow in faith and learn God's Word. 

By Anonymous

Freedom – Tyrone Wells
Hey Mama – Mat Kearney
Little Talks – Of Monsters and Men
Lucky Now – Ryan Adams
Only I Do – Alex Masters
On Top of the World – Imagine Dragon
Only the Good Die Young – Billy Joel
By Your Side – Tenth Avenue North

Listen to This!
By Abby Sydow

14

Ridiculous 
Recipes

R&
‘s

Homemade 
Mac and Cheese

1/2 pound cooked pasta of choice 
2 cups shredded cheddar cheese
1 cup milk
3/4 teaspoon kosher salt

 1. Place pasta, cheese, milk, and salt into a microwave safe bowl. Stir to mix. Cover lightly with 
plastic wrap and microwave for 3 minutes. Stir and microwave for an additional 2 minutes. Stir until 
creamy and smooth. Serve immediately. 

Omelet 
In a cup

1 large egg
2 egg whites
2 tablespoons shredded Cheddar cheese
Toppings of your choice (bacon, peppers, ham, spinach, 
mushrooms etc.)  
Ground black pepper to taste
Cooking spray

1. Combine egg, egg white, cheddar cheese, toppings, salt, and ground 
pepper in a microwave-safe mug coated with non-stick spray.
2. Microwave on High for 1 minute; stir. Return to Microwave and cook till 
eggs are completely set, 1 to 1 ½ minutes longer. 

By Rachel Schaser and Rebecca Naumann
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To those of you who went to Camp Koyquin this summer, I 
bet you can agree with me that it was quite a great week. 
To those who weren't there, here's a rundown.

Camp Koyquin is a camp put on by the CLC for those 
going into grades 5-12. Everyone, including the 
counselors, stay in cabins. All of the campers are split up 
into many teams who then compete against each other in 
challenges. Whichever team wins the most points by the 
end of the week gets the biggest trophy! Besides 
challenges, there are also three activities that campers 
choose to do each day. These include things like water 
aerobics, fishing, trophy making, arts and crafts, and many 

more. The other big daily activity is swim time! While you're not swimming, you get FOB (Feet on 
Bed), which is highly needed due to the fun filled days. 

But the best thing about camp is coming together with fellow Christians, worshiping with them, 
meeting new people, and just having fun. You should come sooner rather than later, because this 
camp is only every other year. Make the most of your time; it's an experience you don't want to miss.

Camp 
Koyquin

By Sarah Tester

Everyone who has been to an ILC camp before knows 
how much fun they are. Well, this year, on July 22nd to 
the 25th, a lot of high schoolers showed up to the 2012 
Immanuel Volleyball Camp. Everybody had a great time!

Coach Lau was in charge of the camp, but he 
wasn't alone. April Sydow, Karen Falkenburg, Heather 
Thompson, and Stephanie and Heidi Lau all helped him 
out. At the end of camp on Wednesday, four awards were 
given out. They were: Rachel Schaser, best hitter; Lauren 
Lisak, best passer; Emily Marzofka, most improved; and 
Kirsten Brandle, most enthusiastic. 

In addition to all the volleyball, we did a lot of extra 
activities. Some of the things we did were swimming, 
watching a movie, and having a pizza party. We 
encourage all girls going into 9th through 12th grade to 
come to volleyball camp next summer. You will be glad 
you came!

Volleyball
Camp

By Emily Hein and 
Nichole Brandle

Nathan Buck: “Hey, Raju! Are you ready?”
Raju: “Yep, yes I am.”
NB: “So, what's your full name?”
RJ: “Raju Bhitrakoti.”
NB: “That's a good last name. How old are you?”
RJ: “27.”
NB: “Do you have any siblings?”
RJ: “Ah, Yes; one brother.”
NB: “Of all the foods you have tried, do you have a favorite?”
RJ: “Yes; really anything.”
NB: “Me too. Do you have a favorite color?”
RJ: “Red.”
NB: “Do you have a particular hobby?”
RJ: “Reading.”
NB: “Okay, Raju; I'm sure most of the students here have never been to Nepal. So what's the biggest  
difference between Nepal and Wisconsin?”
RJ: “In every aspect there is a difference; physical features; economics; political; all of it.”
NB: “What's the cafeteria food like compared to the the foods that you are used to?”
RJ: “I can't compare. Some food I like. Some food, not so much. You know.”
NB: “Just curious; what are the foods that you are used to?”
RJ: “Rice, lentil, curry, pickle; like American pickles but a bit spicier.”
NB: “So is this your first time in America?”
RJ: “Yes.”
NB: “How did you arrive here?”
RJ: “I flew from the airport in Frankfurt on the 8th in August.”
NB: “Germany?” 
RJ: “Yes.”
NB: “That's pretty cool. So what's your daily schedule like in Nepal?”

RJ: “Well, I take devotion, then some work in computer, lunch, traveling the city; visiting believers, bible 
study, supper, work, sleep.”

NB: “Sounds like a busy schedule. I s there anything you do for fun or exercise once in a while?”
RJ: “I do motorbike riding; driving; hiking.” 
NB: “Nice. I'm big on hiking too. Is there somewhere in Nepal you usually hike to?”
RJ: “Yep. Chitwan National Park. Sometimes I've been to Mt. Everest Base Camp.”
NB: “That's about the coolest thing I've heard all day. Is there a popular sport in Nepal?”
RJ: “Oh, yes; there is FIFA football (soccer), and cricket. I played football in high school, but I don't now, 

you know.” 
NB: “So how does Nepal's climate differ from our weather?”
RJ: “Summer; it is the same. Winter is sometimes really cold; to zero degrees Celsius. Pretty much the 

same.”
NB: “So where do you live?”  
RJ: “Kathmandu Valley. It is the capital city. The city, it is pretty crowded. Yep.”
NB: “Do you use a car to get around?”
RJ: “Ah, no. I own a motorbike. Sometimes I would drive through countryside or 

places(with his friend's car).”
NB: “So Raju, one last question: you know English very well. Where did you 

learn?”
RJ: “In school. Some schools they teach it. Some, they don't.”
NB: “Well, thanks Raju. It was a great time.”
RJ: “Yes. Goodbye.”

More-a-Senior Spotlight:

 Raju from Nepal
By Nathan Buck
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Current 
Events 

and 
Questions

If you could have 
anything follow you 
around for the rest of your 
life, what would it be? 

Prof Sullivan: nothing
Prof Ude: a Bible
Prof Rodebaugh: cloud with silver lining
Prof Gullerud: freedom
Prof Roehl: Punksatawney Phil the Groundhog
Prof Reim: a good joke
Prof Schaller: goodness and mercy
Aaron Gullerud: my hair
Kurt: ever-full buffet table
Kate: guardian angel
Mr. Heinze: Jesus
Doc. Sydow: wife
Mrs. Pfeiffer: all of my good kids
Prof Lau: “This question’s too deep for me.”
Prof Kranz: a smile
Prof Buck: Ron Roehl
Mr. Marazofka: Jesus
Prof Schierenbeck: nothing
Mr. Lau (canteen): Snoopy

With the passing of Tim 
and Toad, we three have 
decided to take up the burden 
of answering pressing 
questions from the student 
body. If you have any issues 
you want us to address, please 
call or text us at 507-329-4071. 
By the way, have fun figuring 
out who Nine is.
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We Even Asked 
Prof. Buck!

This Issue’s Question:


